Eazy Peazy’s

Boo! Bags

Finished size 9½″x 13″

Halloween Candy Carriers

Designed exclusively for Brewer Quilting & Sewing Supplies—Not for Resale

FABRIC Makes 2 Boo! Bags
(2) fat quarters for bodies
(1) fat quarter for handles
(2) fat quarters light to mid weight fusible fleece
CONSTRUCT
Stack the two fat quarters for Boo! Bag bodies
Trim to 18″ x 21½″
Sub-cut to 14″ x 7½″
Further sub-cut 7 ½″ x 18″
into 7″ and 11″ lengths.
Scramble the pieces to
your liking…using one of
each size. Set one group 18″
aside.
To make the first Boo! Bag,
take one 7″ length to one
11″ length and stitch right
sides together.
Press seams open.
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“Pumpkin Patch”
by Kanvas for Benartex

11″

7½″
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Box the corners by bringing side seam to
bottom seam 1½″ in from point.
Turn right sides out.

Stitch this unit to a 14″ x 18″ piece Handles
aligning at the top edge. Stitch
Cut (2) 5″ x 21″ fabric from third fat
Right Side
2½″
down the length. There will be a ½″
quarter
Right
Side
overhang at bottom.
Cut (2) 5″ x 20″ fusible fleece
Fuse the fleece centered to wrong
Press seams open.
side of each length. Set one aside.
1¼″
Square up cutting off the overhang Fold both width ends and press to
at bottom to 17½″ x 21″
form a hem.
Fold length in half wrong sides together with hem tucked inside.
Open and press raw edges to center line.
Fold again with ends tucked inside.
Stitch down length next to folds, then stitch the single folded edge.
Cut 2 batting or fleece pieces to 17½″ x 21″.
Set one aside. Fuse to wrong side of body
Complete your Boo! Bag
Wrong
unit.
Center first end of handle over side seam and stitch in the ditch to body of
Side
Fold the body unit piece in half right sides
bag.
17½″
together to 10¼″ x 17½″
Bring handle over to second side, adjust for length you want. Stitch in the
Cut along fold leaving pieces right sides toditch to side of bag leaving the remaining strap length as a design feagether
ture.
Stitch down both lengths of each piece.
Top stitch completely around Bag opening.
Press seams open.
Stitch across bottom. Press seam open.
10¼″
Repeat steps for second Boo! Bag.
Make a ¼″ hem at top of Bag. Press. Top
stitch. Turn this hem to wrong side of Bag to make a 2½″ hem. Pin.
Stitch in the ditch down the 2½″ length of hem at sides seams to secure.
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